[PT05] Jeju - the one and only tropical paradise in Korea

► Jeju island also known as the Jeju Special Self-governing Province, is a host to Korea's first UNESCO Natural Heritage Site, "Jeju Volcanic Island and Lava Cave," selected in 2007. It is considered to be the best vacation destination in Korea, and aims to be an island for world peace with beautiful nature and various sights.

Product Code PT05

Jeju Island
2017/09/08-2017/09/10
2N3D
Minimum Pax 20 persons
Sightseeing

$ 650
/1 person

Book
Request a Quotation
Introduction of Tour

[Poddo Hotel]

[Biotopia Museum]

Introduction of Tour

[Jeju International Peace Center]

After the Korean government declared Jeju Island an "island of world peace," it has since been trying to maintain its peaceful image, and has had an International Peace Center built. The Jeju International Peace Center exhibits North and South peace treaties between international-level politicians, as well as Nobel Peace Prize winners, and the works of people who have helped Korea. The 3rd gallery displays various sculptures of world-famous people who have practiced peace, such as Mother Teresa, Mahatma Gandhi, and popular Korean entertainers, including Baek Yong-jin, Lee Byung-jun, and Lee Young-ae.

Introduction of Tour

[Seongup Folk Village]

Located at the foot of Halla Mountain on Jeju Island, Seongup Folk Village is a small town that holds a vast amount of culture.
Introduction of Tour

[4.3 Peace Park]

Manind tends to only remember the heroes of civilization. Jeju 4 Peace Park was created to remember those who fell during the massacres as they protected their homeland. The park is the symbol of reconciliation and peace, and seeks to open a new chapter of life.

[Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak]

Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak rose from the sea in a volcanic eruption over 200,000 years ago. Located on the western end of Jeju Island, there is a huge crater at the top of Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak. The crater is about 60m in diameter and 90m high. With the 20 sharp peaks surrounding the crater, it looks like a gigantic crown. While the southeast and north slope are steep, the northwest slope is a gentle grassy hill that is connected to the Seongsan Village. The hilltop provides an ideal spot for walks and for horse riding as well.

Tour Itinerary

- Date: 8/20, Sat
- Time: 8AM
- Inclusion: Tradition Professional Interpreter, Free Lunch, Domestic Flights
- Exclusion: Personal expenses
- Pickup: Coex, Myungdong, Jeju Airport, Lotte Hotel
- Drop-off: Hotel

- 07:00 Pickup at Coex
- 09:00 Jeju Airport
- 10:20-16:00 Jeju Airport
- 13:00-13:40 Jeju Museum of Art
- 13:45-14:20 Jeju Museum of Contemporary Art
- 14:45-16:00 Pondo Hotel, Jeju Palace Museum
- 16:40 Arrival at Hotel
Tour Itinerary

- **Inclusion (2days)**
  - 09:00 Pickup at Hotel
  - 11:00-11:40 Seongpan I-Hwell Bus Park
  - 12:00 Lunch
  - 14:00-17:30 Seongsan Folk Village
  - 19:00-20:10 Mystic Sea Park
  - 20:20 Arrival at Hotel

- **Exclusion**
  - Personal expenses

- **Know Before You Book**
  - **Notice**
    - Pick-up at Coex
    - After booking, reservation confirmation voucher required
    - Child fare: same as adult fare (child under 24 months is free)
    - Lack of people, cancellation of travel, full refund (within 3 to 4 days)
    - Stand by guide: 2 to 3 days before departure by email
    - Departure date: 1 day before, 2 hours before departure
    - Please confirm cancellation policy and charge fee

- **Cancellation Policy**
  - Depending on the payment system, you can cancel this month based on the settlement date, but cannot be canceled from the next month.
  - Please make a careful decision and ask for a payment
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HANATOURITC INC. • Ceo : Park Ji Young
Address : 5F G-Tower 71, Sambong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea • Tel : +82-2-365-1500(9:00-18:00 KST)
Fax : +82-2-6234-2308 • E-mail : hanashuttle@hanatour.com
Corporate registration number : 101-81-97302
A mail-order business registration number : 2016-SeoulJongno-0227
Tourist business operator registration number : 2016-000010
Person in charge of personal information : JEONG-HWAN OH